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upload a photo or video. The video should be less than 600mb/5 minutes. The photo should be less than 5mb. (former) Originally run August 20, 2001 – August 22, 2016 Volumes 74 Anime television series. (2004–2012) Anime movies. Live-action movie. Bleach (: ブリーチ,: Burīchi) is a Japanese series written and illustrated. Bleach follows the adventures
of a seeded teenager who inherits the fate of his parents, after gaining powers (死神, literally the 'God of death')– a personification of death similar – from another Soul Reaper,. His newfound powers force him to assume the duties of defending people from evil spirits and directing deceased souls to the afterlife, and directing him to travel to various
macabeam areas of existence. Bleach was in the Japanese magazine Manga from August 2001 to August 2016, and its chapters were collected in 74 carascos. The series spawned a television series that was created from 2004 to 2012, two, four animated feature films, ten, and, like many types of adaptations of the film Bleach, A live-action film adaptation
should published in 2018. English-language bleach editions are coordinated, as published volumes of manga every year since 2004. Viz Media secured foreign television and home rights to distribute videos to bleach anime in 2006. He began airing episodes of bleach in the Falling United States, and later began streaming subtitled versions of anime a week
after each episode aired in Japan.Viz Media also released each of the Bleach feature films in English. Bleach gained demographically in 2005. Bleach has sold more than 90 million copies in Japan since its release, and has continued to have commercial results despite significant declines in both the Japanese and English mango markets. See also: is a
teenager from the City of Karakur who can see ghosts, a talent that allows him to meet a supernatural intruder. Rukia is one of the soldiers believed to bring the souls of the dead from the World of the Living into the Soul Society (⼫魂界 (ソウルソサエティ), illuminated. When she is badly wounded defending Ichigo from Hollow whom she is persecuting, Rukia
transfers her powers to Ichigo so that he can fight in her place while she regains her strength. Rukia is thus trapped in an ordinary human body and must advise Ichigo as he balances the requirements of his Soul Reaper duties and high school attendance. To help hunt hollows, a pair of allies with a trio of other spiritually empowered teenagers: Ichigo is a
high school classmate, best friend and Quincy -- people who can fight hollows-- . In the end, Rukia was arrested by her Soul Reaper superiors and sentenced to death for the unlawful act of transferring her powers to a man. Ichigo and friends are embarking on a rescue effort, and to get into the Soul Society they enlisted the help of former soul reaper
scientist, who gives Ichig access to his own soul reaper powers. Shortly after the party's arrival at the Soul Society, a confrontation arises among the captains of 13 court squads when the captain appeared to be apparently killed, causing the Soul Reapers to start fighting among themselves. It was only at the height of the rescue and on the brink of civil war
that Aizen reappeared, it was revealed that he had faked his death and arranged for Rukia's execution to obtain Hōgyoku (崩⽟, lit. Crumbling Orb – an orb of immense power – planted by Kisuke in Handia's human vessel. Aizen is then joined by his fellow conspirators and Kaname Tōsen, as they use hollows to cover their escape to the Hollows area, Hueco
Mundo (虚圏 (ウェコムンド), lit.'Hollow World'). From that moment on, Ichigo and Rukia reconciled with the Soul Reapers, who view the former as a powerful ally and mark him as replacement Soul Reaper. Ichigo soon finds himself and his friends in an escalating skirmish with Aisen's army of humanoid hollows, as they are joined by soul reapers who have
been victims of Aizen's experiments in creating soul reaper/hollow hybrids. When one of the Espadas — the 10 most powerful Arrancars — kidnaps Orihime, Ichigo and his allies enter Hueco Mundo to attack the Aizen Palace. However, as Ichigo rescues the Orihime, Aizen discovers that her abduction was a distraction as he launched an attack on the city of
Karakura to sacrifice the souls of the living to create the key to the Palace of the King of Souls so that he could kill the Soul King who rules over the Soul Society.When the Vizards join the remaining Soul Reapers to face their common enemy, Gin reveals his own agenda of assassination on Aizen. However, the latter then used Hōgyok to become a hollow
being and overpower everyone. Ichigo ultimately manages to restrain Aizen at the cost of his powers and returns to the normal man. Months later, preparing for life after high school, Ichigo was called back into action when, a gang of Fullbringers - supernaturally aware of people like Chad - manipulated him and his loved ones in a scheme to siphon his
Fullbring abilities. After his Soul Society allies restored his soul reaper powers, learning that Xcution leader Ginjo Kujo was his predecessor and that the replacement Soul Reapers were not fully trusted, Ichigo defeated Ginja as he was dealt with to continue fighting with the Soul Society. After Ichigo regained his powers, an army of Quincies known as
showing up and declaring their own war on the Society of Souls, after enslaving the Arrancars. The group is led by Yhwach, an ancient descendant of the Quincies who wants to kill the King of Souls. In their first invasion, the Wandenreichi killed many Reapers of Souls, including their chief captain. Uryū joins Wandenreich as a means to get closer to
Yhwach, who was responsible for the death of his mother among other Quincies but later joins Ichig. Ichigo and his friends help the Society of Souls fight the second invasion of Wandenreich, but Yhwach continues to kill the Soul King. In the final fight, Yhwach returns to soul society to win it and with the help of Uryū's father, Ichig and Uryū defeat
Yhwach.Years later, Rukia becomes the new captain of the thirteenth company and has a daughter with a childhood friend named Ichika. Ichigo and Orihime have a son, Kazui, who trains to become a soul reaper like him. Production bleach was first conceived out of a desire to draw (Soul Reaper) in a, which formed the basis for the Soul Reapers design in
the series. Kubo initially thought soul reapers should use guns, so the first title for the series was 'Sljuka' (as in 'sniper'); however, this was changed by the inclusion of swords. After that, the show was to be named 'Black' due to Soul Reapers outfits, but Kubo thought the title was too generic. He later tried the name 'White', but liked 'Bleach' better because of
its connection to white and what was not too obvious to him. The original concept of the story was submitted to the weekly Shōnen Jump shortly after Cuba's previous manga was cancelled, but was initially rejected. The Manga artist saw the story and wrote a letter of encouragement to Kubo.Bleach was accepted for publication a short time later in 2001, and
was initially supposed to be a shorter sequence, with a maximum serialization length of five years. Early plans for the story did not include the soul society's hierarchical structure, but included some characters and elements that weren't in the plot until, such as Ichig's Parenting Soul Reaper. Kubo cited influences on bleach elements ranging from other manga
series to music, foreign language, architecture and film. He attributed his interest in drawing supernatural and monsters to the focus of 's and Bleach' on interesting weaponry and battle scenes on 's, a mango kubo enjoyed as a boy. The latter is based on and Kubo also considered it a source for his focus on myths, monsters and the afterlife. The action style
and storytelling found in Bleach was inspired by cinematography, although Kubo did not reveal any specific film as an influence on fight scenes. When pressed, he told the interlocutors that he liked it but did not use it as a model. Bleach is instead constructed with the help of rock music, which the author listens to as he imagines struggles to give him a sense
of pace for panel cuts and changing angles through scenes. Kubo prefers to draw realistic injuries to make the fight more influential, making readers feel the pain the characters feel. Bleach fight scenes are often broken by short kegs, which the author imposes when he gets bored during the illustration process. The process of rendering bleach is focused.
When writing plot lines or difficulty creating new material, Kubo begins by thinking about new characters, often en masse, and rereading previous volumes of Bleach.Kubo said he likes to create characters who have external looks that don't match their true nature - an element that can be found in many bleach characters - because he is 'attracted to people
with this seeming contradiction' and finds 'an urge to attract such people' when he works. The terminology used in bleach has different inspirations, with each category of characters bearing a different language theme. Many of the names for swords and spells used by soul reapers were inspired by the ancients. Hollows and Arrancars use terms. Fullbringers
use vocabulary, with names relating to rock music, and finally, and Quincy and bounts I'll draw on. This multilingual terminology, together diversity in apparent character ethnicities, highlights the international nature of bleach settings. The themes of Bleach's action include a traditional Japanese belief in ghosts that coexist with humans and their nature, good
or evil, depends on the circumstances. An example is Orihime's story: from the age of three, her brother Sora raised and prayed for the peace of his soul after he died in a car accident. As time went on, she prayed less and Sora became jealous and turned into Hollow and attacked Orihime.Academician Patrick Dražen says this is a reminder to the audience
not to abandon the old ways or risk the spirits being respected and causing problems in the world. Bleach also includes themes of purifying 'evil spirits through charms, scrolls, incantations and other rituals'. Christopher A.Born considers bleach a transmitter. Von Feigenblatt describes Bleach as culturally and religiously conscious, as it relies on the
Caribbean.Spanish terms prevail throughout the Hueco Mundo area, while both Quincy and bounts have been known to connect with the German language, making Cuba's world of characters diverse in both race and language. Von Feigenblatt notes that Quincy 'is clearly inspired by christian orders of chivalry such as and whose influence is portrayed in
terms of the uniform worn by Quincy, as well as the symbolism of the cross.' Media Manga. See also: Bleach Chapters are written and illustrated. In Japan they were published in 's from August 20, 2001, to August 22, 2016, 686 individual chapters of Bleach were collected in 74 carabs published between August 5, 2016 and August 16, 2016. The first
collection was published on the 22nd last collection, published on 23 October 2015. On September 21, 2012, Shueisha released 45 digital volumes in Japanese e-book stores, concluding with 74.11.2016. These digital releases were re-released as a set of 10 volumes on 26 October 2015. The North American licensor has serialized the first chapters in a
physical journal since its November 2007 releases. The series moved to a digital anthology in January 2012, and was digitally released by Viz Media as Shueisha published new chapters in Japan. The first volume in English was published on 1, 2004, and the latest volume – the 71th – was published on 7 October 2004. Viz Media published the forms of the
first 16 volumes in English on 17 October 2015. On 1 November 2017, 71 digital volumes were published. See also: and Bleach series aired in Japan on TV Tokyo on Tuesdays at 18:00 timeslot from October 5, 2004, to March 27, 2012, excluding holidays. He directed and produced and produced the series. He received foreign television, home video and
bleach merchandise rights from TV Tokyo Corporation and, on October 15, 2014, he was awarded the 2016 World Cup. Viz Media later licensed its individual rights to sell bleach to several different companies. Bleach premiered in Canada, as part of their programming block, October 8, 2015. Started broadcasting bleach in the U.S. the next night. Adult Swim
stopped broadcasting new episodes of the English adaptation on October 13, 2007, after airing the first 52 episodes of the series. It was replaced by another Viz Media series, to give Studiopolis more time for dub episodes of Bleach. The series resumed on March 2, 2008, but returned for a break on November 21, 2009, after airing its 167th episode. Adult
Swim would continue to air new episodes as part of the revived block, with the final episode airing on Saturday 1 November 2014 at 12pm. In the United Kingdom, Bleach premiered on 13 October. In 2013, they began broadcasting Bleach as part of their 'Late Night Anime' block, which runs simultaneously with animax pay-per-view service, and continues to
do so. The English-titled version of Bleach premiered on December 18, 2009, and released the first 52 episodes.88 DVD compilations were released in Japan. Viz Media has released 32 DVD compilations of english anime adaptations, along with twenty-one boxsets featuring fourteen seasons of anime. On July 29, 2009, Aniplex released a 'TV Animation
Bleach 5th Anniversary Box' that includes 15 DVDs and three bonus discs. Aniplex released a special DVD release on November 24, 2010, '2004 &amp; 2005 Bleach Jump Anime Tour', featuring two – Memories in the Rain and The Sealed Sword Frenzy. Soundtrack CDs.See also: Composed and produced by, numerous have been released for bleach
anime series and movies. Bleach Original Soundtrack 1 was released on May 18, 2005, featuring 25 songs, including the first opening and ending of themes in their original television lengths. Bleach Original Soundtrack 2 followed on August 2, 2006, with an additional 23 instrumental tracks. Bleach Original Soundtrack 3 was later followed on November 5,
2008, with 27 instrumental compositions. Bleach Original Soundtrack 4 was released on December 16, 2009, with 30 instrumental compositions. For the show's fifth anniversary, released a Bleach 5th Anniversary Box set featuring a CD featuring rare and unreleased songs. Bleach: Memories of Nobody Original Soundtrack was released with 25 songs from
the film. Bleach: DiamondDust Rebellion Original Soundtrack is also for the film, with 29 songs from the film, followed by Bleach: Fade to Black Original Soundtrack for the film, with 29 songs, followed by Bleach: Hell Verse Original Soundtrack for the film, with 21 songs. Aniplex released Bleach The Best box set, featuring a CD and DVD with 12 introductory
and ending themes from the series in their full-length versions and several additions, followed later by Bleach The Best Instrumental/Jam-set Groove, featuring eight instrumental tracks. A separate CD below the label, Bleach The Best featuring 12 songs, was released in December 2008.The next release, Bleach Best Tunes, features 14 more opening and
ending themes. Bleach The Berry Best box set, featuring a CD with 13 songs, a bonus DVD and several extras, was released for 10 October. On April 25, 2012, Aniplex released bleach best trax box set, which includes a music CD, bonus DVD with complete opening and completion of themed videos and several accessories. Five CD sets for the season of
radio DJCD Bleach 'B' Station, was released in Japan. They were also produced for the series and featured original voice actors from anime; these drama CDs are included only as part of DVD releases. Bleach Beat Collections and Bleach Breathless Collections labels are sets of CDs released by Sony Music with recordings that provide a look at the
personalities of the characters they play, as well as the voice actors' own. The first CD was released on 22 October 2015. 29 volumes were published together. Aniplex introduced two concept albums Bleach. The first, Bleach Concept Covers, was released on December 15, 2010, and the second, Bleach Concept Covers 2, was released on December 14,
2011. Movies There are four animated feature films based on the series Bleach, all directed, directed by the director of the series Bleach Anime. The films were released every year every December starting in 2006, although none were released in 2009.Each film has an original plot together with original characters designed by Tite Kubo, which contrasts with
the usual practice for anime-based films, as the original author usually has little creative engagement. The first film, released in Japan on December 16, 2006, had a limited release in U.S. theaters in June 2008. The film focuses on the activities of the 'Dark Ones', who were expelled from the Soul Society and then attempted to destroy both soul society and
World of the Living.Memories of Nobody has been released in North America until 14 October. The second film, released in Japanese cinemas on 22 October, will be released in 2017. His plot focuses on the efforts of the captain of the 10th U.S. President of the United State. DiamondDust Rebellion is released in North America on Region 1 DVD Viz Media 8
September 2009 The third film, released in Japan on 2008.In 13th, will be released in 2016. People in these memories also forget the sacrifice, resulting in the loss of memories of Rukia and Ichigo. When she went to the Soul Society to investigate, Ichigo hunted himself as an intruder and perpetrator of a major disaster and discovered that Rukia had not only



forgotten him, but also forgot her own identity. The film was released on DVD Region 2 on October 30th. English Dub edition Fade to Black was released on DVD Region 1 and Viz Media 15. Fourth film, released in Japan on December 4, 2010.In film, Ichigo heads for the Gates of Hell, where souls are sent and Hollows who have committed evil throughout
their lives while people have sent. The inhabitants of hell, aware of the power of Ichigo's inner cavity, want to draw that power and free themselves from hell and thus lure Ichigo to the area by kidnapping his sisters. Tite Kubo oversaw the production of the film. The named version was released on DVD-2012. In region 1 and Blu-ray by Viz Media 4. And
Michael Ewing is in line to produce the film. He was added as a screenwriter for the project in 2012 and joined as a producer. The live-action Japanese adaptation of the series was announced in 2016, which will be produced by Warner Bros.Japan, directed and starring, scheduled to go out in Japan in the summer of 2018. Musical. Main article: Bleach has
been adapted into a series of rock musicals, co-produced by Nelke Planning. Five musicals were produced covering parts and arcs, as well as five additional performances known as 'Live Banks Shows' and 'Rock Musical Bleach Shinsei', which did not follow the bleach plot. The initial rendition of the musical Bleach was from August 17-28, 2005, at space
zero tokyo center in. The musicals are directed by Takuya Hiramitsu, with an adaptation of Naoshi Okumura's screenplay and music composed by playwright Shoichi Tama.The songs are completely original and are not taken from the anime soundtrack. The key actors in the show are, who plays, who plays, and who plays. Trading card game. Main article:
Two (CCGs) were produced based on a series of bleach, one in the Japanese market and the other in North America. Bleach Soul Card Battle, which he produced, was launched in Japan in 2004. 20 named sets have been announced for the series. After Bleach Soul Card Battle, Bandai introduced three more series. Bleach The Card Gum, which contains
14 sets, was released in early September The next series, Bleach Clear Collection, featuring six sets, was released in July 2008. The last series, Bleach Clear Soul Plate, consisting of three sets, was released in December 2009.Bleach TCG was launched in the United States until May 2007, but stopped releasing April 2009, just before the planned launch of
its seventh expansion, Bleach Infiltration. This cancellation was attributed, which greatly affected TCG's sales. Designed by Aik Tongtharadola, TCG is a two-player game in which each player starts with at least 61 cards: a 'Guardian' card, a 60-carat 'main deck' and a 20-card 'side deck' option. A player loses if his power, as dictated by the Guardian card, is
reduced to zero or if he is unable to pull or discard the card from his deck. The game cards are published in named sets with each set published in three formats: a preconceive 72-card box set containing two, a 10-carat booster package and a 12-pack booster box. Six named sets have been published. Video games. See also: Numerous video games have
been created with characters from the show Bleach, primarily though not exclusively. The first video game released from Bleach was Bleach: Heat the Soul, which debuted on March 24, 2005, for The. Currently, most games are released only in Japan, although it has localized the first three games and the first Wii game for North America.So so far, all
dedicated Bleach games released for 's consoles have been developed and released by, while games for consoles are being developed and released by Sega and Nintendo DS games have been developed. Two were also released in 2014 and 2016 for the series, which are available for i. 2017 announced the release of an exclusive game for their
communication app called Bleach: Paradise Lost. Light Novels and Makoto Matsubara co-wrote three novelizations of bleach, which she published under her label Shounen Jump Books. Volume 1, Bleach - Letters From The Other Side: The Death and The Strawberry, was released on December 15, 2004, and was re-released as Bleach - Letters From The
Other Side: The Death and the Strawberry - New Edition on November 4, 2009. Another, Bleach: The Honey Dish Rhapsody, is released on 30 October. They co-authored two novelizations of bleach. The first volume, Bleach: Spirits Are Forever With You, and the second, Bleach: Spirits Are Forever With You 2, was published on June 4, 2012.After the series
ended in 2016, a pair of epilogues of the novel were published by Shueisha. The first novel, Bleach: WE DO KNOT ALWAYS LOVE YOU, was written by Bleach: The Death Save the Strawberry and was published on December 27, 2016. Other Can't Fear Your Own World, is a serialised novel written by bleach: Spirits Are Forever With You and is out for two
weeks from 28 April 2017. Shueisha has published four novelizations based on bleach films. The First Volume, Bleach: Memories of Nobody, is released on 18 October. The second, Bleach: The DiamondDust Rebellion, Another Hyōrinmaru, is published on Volume 22, Bleach: Hell Chapter, is released on 6 October. The second First Bleach Artbook, All
Colour But The Black, was released in Japan, the United States and Europe. The art book compiles a selection of color spreads from the first 19 volumes of the series, as well as some original art and authorial commentary. The second art book, Bleach Official Bootleg: KaraBuri+ (BLEACH OFFICIAL BOOTLEG カラブリ プラス), was published on August 3,
and in addition to character guides and articles on other fictional aspects of the series, it compiles 2007.In a variety of short comics, Tedious Everyday Stories colorful bleach (徒然⽇常絵詞 カラフル ブリーチ, Tsuredure Nichijou Ekotoba Karaf Buriuruichi), which were published in. Style-style panels are similar to those involved in the main series, but reveal
more of the characters' daily lives. Color Bleach +: Bleach Official Bootleg is released in English by Viz Media on August 10, 2010. Seven data books were also published about the series. The first two, Bleach: The Official Character Book of SOULs. And Bleach: The Official Book of Animation VIBEs., is published on October 3, 2015. Bleach: Official
Character Book SOULs.Was later released in English by Viz Media on November 18, 2008. The third book, Bleach: Official Character Book 2: MASKED, was published on August 4, 2010.This book covers details of characters who appear 100 years before the story, such as former captains and lieutenants, along with arrancars and visor. Although published
on the same day as volume 46, Back From Blind, the book covers only material up to volume 37, Beauty Is So Solitary. The English version was published by Viz Media on 6 March 2012. This book has been released to promote Bleach movie: Hell Verse and features character sketches, promotional posters and a one-off Hell manga special. The fifth book
Bleach: Official Character Book 3: UNMASKED, was published on June 3, 2011, on the same day as volume 50 of the series. However, it covers only material up to volume 48, God is dead. On June 4, 2012, the sixth book was published under the name Bleach: Rebooted Souls. This free booklet is distributed with bleach manga volume 55, with the aim of
providing readers with information about upcoming Final arc, 1,000 years of bloody war. The seventh book, BLEACH 13 BLADEs., was published on August 4, 2015 and focused solely on soul reapers and 13 Court Squads. Shueisha has published a special book Bleach: JCCover Postcard Book MAILs., which was published on October 4th. It features
covers as postcards up to volume 60 with songs on the back line. Reception. Fans dressed as bleach characters, pictured in 2014. Bleach has sold more than 87 million copies in Japan, making it one of the best-selling series from the Weekly Shōnen Jump. In 2005 Bleach was awarded in the shōnen category. During 2008, a volume of 34 manga was sold
in 874,153 copies in Japan, becoming the 12th volume of manga. Volumes 33 and 35 are also ranked 17 and 18, respectively. In total, manga sold 3,161,825 copies in Japan during 2008. In the first half of 2009, Bleach was ranked japan's 2nd best-selling manga, after selling 3.5 million copies. After being sold 927,610 copies, Volume 36 took 7. Volume 37
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